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The following list of University academics assassinated in Iraq is updated with the information delivered by the Iraqi CEOSI sources inside Iraq. It presents all the data compiled in the previous IraqSolidaridad editions. This relation has been collated and completed with that elaborate by the Belgian organization 'Russells Tribunal' [1]. This list only refers to the academic, institutional and research fields from Iraqi Universities, so that it does not include the staff that belongs to other fields and institutions, who has been targeting since the beginning of the occupation, such as directors of primary and secondary schools, high schools or health workers [2].

BAGHDAD

Baghdad University

1. **Abbas al-Attar**: PhD in humanities, lecturer at Baghdad University’s College of Humanities. Date unknown.
2. **Abdel Hussein Jabuk**: PhD and lecturer at Baghdad University. Date unknown.
3. **Abdel Salam Saba**: PhD in sociology, lecturer at Baghdad University. Date unknown.
4. **Abdel Razak al-Naas**: Lecturer in information and international mass media at Baghdad University’s College of Information Sciences. He was a regular analyst for Arabic satellite TV channels. He was killed in his car at Baghdad University 28 January 2005. His assassination led to confrontations between students and police, and journalists went on strike.
5. **Ahmed Nassir al-Nassiri**: PhD in education sciences, Baghdad University, assassinated in February 2005.
6. **Ali Abdul-Hussein Kamil**: PhD in physical sciences, lecturer in the Department of Physics, Baghdad University. Date unknown.
7. **Amir al-Jazragi**: PhD in medicine, lecturer at Baghdad University’s College of Medicine, and consultant at the Iraqi Ministry of Health, assassinated on November 17, 2005.
8. **Basil al-Karji**: PhD in chemistry, lecturer at Baghdad University. Date unknown.
9. **Essam Sharif Mohammed**: PhD in history, professor in Department of History and head of the College of Humanities, Baghdad University. Dead October 25, 2003.
10. **Faidhi al-Faidhi**: PhD in education sciences, lecturer at Baghdad University and al- Munstansiriya University. He was also member of the Muslim Scientists Committee. Assassinated in 2005.
11. **Fouad Abrahim Mohammed al-Bayaty**: PhD in German philology, professor and head of College of Philology, Baghdad University. Killed April 19, 2005.
13. **Heikel Mohammed al-Musawi**: PhD in medicine, lecturer at al-Kindi College of Medicine, Baghdad University. Assassinated November 17, 2005.
15. **Hazim Abdul Hadi**: PhD in medicine, lecturer at the College of Medicine, Baghdad University.
16. **Husain Ali al-Jumaily**: Lecturer at Baghdad University’s College of Political Sciences. He was assassinated in Bagdad on 16 July. [Source: BRussells Tribunal's university Iraqi sources, January 17, 2009].
17. **Khalid Hassan Mahdi Nasrullah**: Lecturer and Secretary of the Faculty of Political Sciences, Baghdad University. After four days of been kidnapped in Baghdad, his body was found with signs of torture on Mars 27, 2007. [Source: BRussells Tribunal's university Iraqi sources, January 17, 2009].
18. **Khaled Ismail Abd al-Dahri**: PhD in physical education, lecturer at the College of Physical Education, Baghdad University. Date unknown.
19. **Khalil Ismail al-Hadithi**: Lecturer at Baghdad University’s College of Political Sciences. He was assassinated in Amman [Jordan] on April 23, 2006. [Source: BRussells Tribunal's university Iraqi sources, January 17, 2009].
20. **Kilan Mahmoud Ramez**: PhD and lecturer at Baghdad University. Date unknown.
21. **Maha Abdel Kadira**: PhD and lecturer at Baghdad University’s College of Humanities. Date unknown.
22. **Majed Nasser Hussein al-Maamoori**: Professor of veterinary medicine at Baghdad University’s College of Veterinary Medicine. Assassinated February 17, 2007.
23. **Marwan al-Raawi**: PhD in engineering and lecturer at Baghdad University. Date unknown.
25. **Majeed Hussein Ali**: PhD in physical sciences and lecturer at the College of Sciences, Baghdad University. Date unknown.
26. **Mehned al-Dulaimi**: PhD in mechanical engineering, lecturer at Baghdad University. Date unknown.
27. **Mohammed Falah al-Dulaimi**: PhD in physical sciences, lecturer at Baghdad University. Date unknown.
29. **Mohammed al-Kissi**: PhD and lecturer at Baghdad University. Date unknown.
31. **Mohammed al-Jazairi**: PhD in medicine and plastic surgeon, College of Medicine, Baghdad University. Assassinated 15 November 2005.
32. **Mustafa al-Hity**: PhD in medicine, pediatrician, College of Medicine, Baghdad University. Assassinated 14 November 2005.
33. **Mustafa al-Mashadani**: PhD in religious studies, lecturer in Baghdad University's College of Humanities. Date unknown.
34. **Nafea Mahmmoud Jalaf**: PhD in Arabic language, professor in Baghdad University's College of Humanities. Killed December 13, 2003.
35. **Nawfal Ahmad**: PhD, lecturer at Baghdad University's College of Fine Arts. She was assassinated at the front door of her house on 25 December 2005.
36. **Nazar Abdul Amir al-Ubaidy**: PhD and lecturer at Baghdad University. Date unknown.
37. **Raad Shlash**: PhD in biological sciences, head of Department of Biology at Baghdad University's College of Sciences. He was killed at the front door of his house on November 17, 2005.
41. **Saad Yassin al-Ansari**: PhD and lecturer at Baghdad University. He was killed in al-Saydiya neighborhood, Baghdad, 17 November 2005.
42. **Wannas Abdulah al-Naddawi**: PhD in education sciences, Baghdad University. Assassinated 18 February 2005.
43. **Yassim al-Isawi**: PhD in religious studies, Baghdad University’s College of Arts. Assassinated 21 June 2005.
44. **Zaki Jabar Laftah al-Saeedi**: Bachelor of veterinary medicine, lecturer at Baghdad University’s College of Veterinary Medicine. Assassinated October 16, 2004.
45. **Basem al-Modarres**: PhD and lecturer at Baghdad University's College of Philosophy. [Source: *al-Hayat*, 28 February 2006].
46. **Jasim Mohamed Achamri**: Dean of College of Philosophy, Baghdad University. [Source: *al-Hayat*, 28 February 2006].
47. **Hisham Charif**: Head of Department of History and lecturer at Baghdad University. [Source: *al-Hayat*, 28 February 2006].
48. **Qais Hussam al-Den Jumaa**: Professor and Dean of College of Agriculture, Baghdad University. Killed 27 March 2006 by US soldiers in downtown Baghdad. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university source].

49. **Mohammed Yaakoub al-Abidi**: Baghdad University. Department and college unknown. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

50. **Abdelatif Attai**: Baghdad University. Department and college unknown. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].


52. **Nafia Aboud**: Baghdad University. Department and college unknown. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

53. **Abbas Kadem Alhachimi**: Baghdad University. Department and college unknown. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

54. **Mouldoud Hasan Albardar Aturki**: Lecturer in Hanafi Theology at al-Imam al-Aadam College of Theology, Baghdad University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].


56. **Abbas al-Amery**: Professor and head of Department of Administration and Business, College of Administration and Economy, Baghdad University. Killed together with his son and one of his relatives at the main entrance to the College 16 May 2006. [Source: CEOSI university source, May 17, 2006].


58. **Hani Aref al-Dulaimy**: Lecturer in the Department of Computer Engineering, Baghdad University’s College of Engineering. He was killed, together with three of his students, 13 June 2006 on campus. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university source, 13 June 2006].

59. **Hussain al-Sharifi**: Professor of urinary surgery at Baghdad University’s College of Medicine. Killed in May 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 12 June 2006].

60. **Hadi Muhammad Abub al-Obaidi**: Lecturer in the Department of Surgery, Baghdad University’s College of Medicine. Killed 19 June 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university source, 20 June 2006].

61. **Hamza Shenian**: Professor of veterinary surgery at Baghdad University’s College of Veterinary Medicine. Killed by armed men in his garden in a Baghdad neighborhood 21 June 2006. This was the first known case of a professor executed in the victim’s home. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 21 June 2006].

62. **Jassim Mohama al-Eesaui**: Professor at College of Political Sciences, Baghdad University, and editor of *al-Syada* newspaper. He was 61 years old when killed in al-Shuala, 22 June 2006. [Source: UNAMI report, 1 May-30 June 2006].
63. **Shukir Mahmoud As-Salam**: dental surgeon at al-Yamuk Hospital, Baghdad. Killed near his home by armed men 6 September 2006. [Source: TV news, *As-Sharquia* channel, 7 September 2006, and CEOSI Iraqi sources].

64. **Mahdi Nuseif Jasim**: Professor in the Department of Petroleum Engineering at Baghdad University. Killed 13 September 2006 near the university. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university source].

65. **Adil al-Mansuri**: Maxillofacial surgeon and professor at the College of Medicine, Baghdad University. Kidnapped by uniformed men near Iban al-Nafis Hospital in Baghdad. He was found dead with torture signs and mutilation in Sadr City. He was killed during a wave of assassinations in which seven medical specialists were assassinated. Date unknown: July or August 2006. [Source: Iraqi health service sources, 24 September 2006].

66. **Shukur Arsalan**: Maxillofacial surgeon and professor at the College of Medicine, Baghdad University. Killed by armed men when leaving his clinic in Harziya neighborhood during a wave of assassinations in which seven specialists were assassinated. Date unknown: July or August 2006. [Source: Iraqi Health System sources, 24 September 2006].

67. **Issam al-Rawi**: Professor of geology at Baghdad University, president of the Association of University Professors of Iraq. Killed 30 October 2006 during an attack carried out by a group of armed men in which two more professors were seriously injured. [Sources: CEOSI sources, and Associated Press].

68. **Yaqdan Sadun al-Dhalmi**: Professor and lecturer in the College of Education, Baghdad University. Killed 16 October 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi sources].

69. **Jlid Ibrahim Mousa**: Professor and lecturer at Baghdad University's College of Medicine. Killed by a group of armed men in September 2006. During August and September 2006, 6 professors of medicine were assassinated in Baghdad. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi sources].

70. **Mohammed Jassim al-Assadi**: Professor and dean of the College of Administration and Economy, Baghdad University. Killed 2 November 2006 by a group of armed men when he was driving to Baghdad University. Their son was also killed in the attack. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi sources and *Time Magazine*, 2 October 2006].

71. **Jassim al-Assadi's wife (name unknown)**: Lecturer at College of Administration and Economy, Baghdad University [Source: CEOSI Iraqi sources and *Time Magazine*, 2 October 2006].

72. **Mohammed Mehdi Saleh**: Lecturer at Baghdad University (unknown position) and member of the Association of Muslim Scholars. Imam of Ahl al-Sufa Mosque in al-Shurta al-Jamisa neighborhood. Killed 14 November 2006 while driving in the neighborhood of al-Amal in central Baghdad. [Source: UMA, 14 November 2006].

73. **Hedaib Majhol**: Lecturer at College of Physical Education, Baghdad University, president of the Football University Club and member of the Iraqi Football Association. Kidnapped in Baghdad. His body was found three later in Baghdad morgue 3 December 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 2 December 2006].

74. **Al-Hareth Abdul Hamid**: Professor of psychiatric medicine and head of the Department of Psychology at Baghdad University. Former
president of the Society of Parapsychological Investigations of Iraq. A renowned scientist, Abdul Hamid was shot dead in the neighborhood of al-Mansur, Baghdad, 6 December 2006 by unknown men. [Sources: CEOSI Iraqi sources, 6 December 2006, and Reuters, 30 January 2007].

75. **Anwar Abdul Hussain**: Lecturer at the College of Odontology, Baghdad University. Killed in Haifa Street in Baghdad in the third week of January 2007. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 23 January 2007].

76. **Majed Nasser Hussain**: PhD and lecturer at the College of Veterinary Medicine, Baghdad University. He was killed in front of his wife and daughter while leaving home in the third week of January 2007. Nasser Hussain had been kidnapped two years before and freed after paying a ransom. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 23 January 2007].

77. **Khaled al-Hassan**: Professor and deputy dean of the College of Political Sciences, Baghdad University. Killed in March 2007. [Source: Association of University Lecturers of Iraq, 7 April 2007].

78. **Ali Mohammed Hamza**: Professor of Islamic Studies at Baghdad University. Department and college unknown. Killed 17 April 2007. [Sources: TV channels As-Sharquia and al-Jazeera].


81. **Nihad Mohammed al-Rawi**: Professor of Civil Engineering and deputy president of Baghdad University. Shot dead 26 June 2007 in al-Jadria Bridge, a few meters away from the university campus, when exiting with his daughter Rana, whom he protected from the shots with his body. [Sources: BRussells Tribunal and CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 26–27 June 2007].

82. **Muhammad Kasem al-Jeboori**: Lecturer at the College of Agriculture, Baghdad University. Killed, together with his son and his brother-in-law, by paramilitary forces 22 June 2007. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 27 June 2007].

83. **Samir** [surname unknown]: Lecturer at Baghdad University’s College of Administration and Economy. His body was found shot one day after being kidnapped in Kut where he was visiting family. Professor Samir lived in the Baghdad district of al-Sidiya. [Source: Voices of Iraq, wwwIRAQSLOGGER.COM, 29 June 2007].

84. **Amin Abdul Aziz Sarhan**: Lecturer at Baghdad University. Department and college unknown. He was kidnapped from his home in Basra by unidentified armed men 13 October 2007 and found dead on the morning of 15 October. [Source: Voices of Iraq, 15 October 2007].

85. **Mohammed Kadhem al-Atabi**: Head of Baghdad University’s Department of Planning and Evaluation. He was kidnapped 18 October 2007 from his home in Baghdad by a group of armed men and found dead a few hours later in the area of Ur, near to Sadr City, which is under the control of Moqtada al-Sadr’s Mahdi Army. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 26 October 2007].
86. **Munther Murhej Radhi**: Dean of the College of Odontology, Baghdad University. He was found dead in his car 23 January 2008. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 24 January 2008].

87. **Mundir Marhach**: Dean of Faculty of Stomatology, Baghdad University. According to information provided by the Centre for Human Rights of Baghdad, he was killed in March [exact day unknown]. [Source: *al-Basrah* reported 12 March 2008].

88. **Dr. Abdul Sattar Jeid al-Dulaimy**, a Microbiologist and lecturer in the College of Veterinary Medicine and in other institutions in the University. He was killed in November 2003 by three gunmen in front of his wife and his four children. His three assassins were waiting the family return to Baghdad after have been visiting his parents in al-Ramadi city, west Baghdad. His wife was also shot in her head, but she survived. His 14 year old eldest child died of a heart problem a year later. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university source, 11 June 2008.]

*. **Abdulkareem Shenein Mohammad**: professor of Arabic Language in the College of Islamic Sciences, University of Baghdad, killed on 27 May 2010 by an assassin (an student, Baghdad police source informed) with a silencer gun in his personal office in the University. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university source upon media reports, 27 May 2010.] [Subsequent reports confirm that Professor Abdulkareem Shenein Mohammad survived the attack.]

89. **Mudhafar Mahmoud**: associated professor in the Geology Department in the College of Science, University of Baghdad. Dr Mahmoud was assassinated on 28 November 2010 near his house in Baghdad. [Source: Iraqi source to *BRussells* Tribunal on 1st December, 2010.]

90. **Ali Shalash**: professor of Poultry Diseases in the College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Baghdad, killed by assassins who broke into his house in Al-Khadraa area in Baghdad on 17 February, 2011. [Source: Iraqi source to CEOSI on 18 February, 2011.]

**Al-Maamoon Faculty [private college, Baghdad]**

91. **Mohammed al-Miyahi**: Dean of al-Maamoun Faculty in Baghdad. He was shot with a silencer-equipped gun in front of his house in al-Qadisiyah district, southern Baghdad, as he stepped out of his car 14 December 2007. [Source CEOSI Iraqi source and *Kuwait News Agency*, reported 19 December 2007, *IPS* reported 19 December 2007, and *al-Basrah*, reported 12 March 2008].

**Al-Mustansiriya University [Baghdad]**

92. **Aalim Abdul Hameed**: PhD in preventive medicine, specialist in depleted uranium effects in Basra, dean of the College of Medicine, al-Mustansiriya University. Date unknown.


94. **Aki Thakir Alaany**: PhD and lecturer at the College of Literature, al-Mustansiriya University. Date unknown.
95. **Falah al-Dulaimi**: PhD, professor and deputy dean of al-Mustansiriya University’s College of Sciences. Date unknown.

96. **Falah Ali Hussein**: PhD in physics, lecturer and deputy dean of the College of Sciences, al-Mustansiriya University, killed May 2005.

97. **Musa Saloum Addas**: PhD, lecturer and deputy dean of the College of Educational Sciences, al-Mustansiriya University, killed 27 May 2005.

98. **Hussam al-Din Ahmad Mahmmoud**: PhD in education sciences, lecturer and dean at College of Education Sciences, al-Mustansiriya University. Date unknown.

99. **Jasim Abdul Kareem**: PhD and lecturer at the College of the Education, al-Mustansiriya University. Date unknown.

100. **Abdul As Satar Sabar al-Khazraji**: PhD in history, al-Mustansiriya University, killed 19 June 2005. [A same name and surname lecturer in Engineering at the College of Computer Science Technology, al-Nahrein University was assassinated in March 2006.]

101. **Samir Yield Gerges**: PhD and lecturer at the College of Administration and Economy at al-Mustansiriya University, killed 28 August 2005.

102. **Jasim al-Fahaidawi**: PhD and lecturer in Arabic literature at the College of Humanities, al-Mustansiriya University. Assassinated at the university entrance. [Source: *BBC News*, 15 November 2005].


104. **Mohammed Nayeb al-Qissi**: PhD in geography, lecturer at Department of Research, al-Mustansiriya University. Assassinated June 20, 2003.

105. **Sabah Mahmoud al-Rubaie**: PhD in geography, lecturer and dean at College of Educational Sciences, al-Mustansiriya University. Date unknown.


107. **Imad Naser Alfuadi**: Lecturer at the College of Political Sciences, al-Mustansiriya University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

108. **Mohammed Ali Jawad Achami**: President of the College of Law, al-Mustansiriya University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

109. **Husam Karyakus Tomas**: Lecturer at the College of Medicine, al-Mustansiriya University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

110. **Basem Habib Salman**: Lecturer at the College of Medicine at al-Mustansiriya University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

111. **Mohammed Abdul Rahman al-Ani**: PhD in engineering, lecturer at the College of Law, al-Mustansiriya University. Kidnapped, together with his friend Akrem Mehdi, 26 April 2006, at his home in Palestine Street, Baghdad. Their bodies were found two days later. [CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 5 May 2006].
112. **Jasim Fiadh al-Shammari:** Lecturer in psychology at the College of Arts, al-Mustansiriya Baghdad University. Killed near campus 23 May 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university source, 30 May 2006].

113. **Saad Mehdi Shalash:** PhD in history and lecturer in history at the College of Arts, al-Mustansiriya University, and editor of the newspaper *Raya al-Arab*. Shot dead at his home with his wife 26 October 2006. [Source: *al-Quds al-Arabi*, 27 October 2006].

114. **Kemal Nassir:** Professor of history and lecturer at al-Mustansiriya and Buqa Universities. Killed at his home in Baghdad in October 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 2 November 2006].

115. **Hasseb Aref al-Obaidi:** Professor in the College of Political Sciences at al-Mustansiriya University. Since he was kidnapped 22 October 2006, his whereabouts is unknown. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources].

116. **Najeeb [or Nadjat] al-Salihi:** Lecturer in the College of Psychology at al-Mustansiriya University and head of the Scientific Committee of the Ministry of Higher Education of Iraq. Al-Salihi, 39 years old, was kidnapped close to campus and his body, shot dead, was found 20 days after his disappearance in Baghdad morgue. His family was able recover his body only after paying a significant amount of money, October 1, 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources].

117. **Dhia al-Deen Mahdi Hussein:** Professor of international criminal law at the College of Law, al-Mustansiriya University. Missing since kidnapped from his home in the Baghdad neighborhood of Dhia in 4 November 2006 by a group of armed men driving police cars. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 5 November 2006].

118. **Muntather al-Hamdani:** Deputy Dean of the College of Law, al-Mustansiriya University. He was assassinated, together with **Ali Hassam**, lecturer at the same college, 20 December 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 24 December 2006. The Iraqi police identified **Ali Arnoosi** as the deputy dean assassinated 21 December, and **Mohammed Hamdani** as another victim. It is unknown whether both [Muntather al-Hamdani and Mohammed Hamdani] are the same case or not].

119. **Ali Hassam:** Lecturer at the College of Law at al-Mustansiriya University. He was killed together with Muntather al-Hamdani, deputy dean of the college, 20 December 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 24 December 2006. The Iraqi police identified **Ali Arnoosi** as the deputy dean assassinated 21 December, and **Mohammed Hamdani** as another victim. It is unknown whether both [Muntather al-Hamdani and Mohammed Hamdani] are the same case or not].

120. **Dhia al-Mguter:** Professor of economy at the College of Administration and Economy of al-Mustansiriya University. He was killed 23 January 2007 in Baghdad while driving. He was a prominent economist and president of the Consumer’s Defense Association and the Iraqi Association of Economists. A commentator at for *As-Sharquia* television, he participated in the Maram Committee, being responsible for investigating irregularities occurring during the elections held in January 2006. Al-Mguter was part of a family with a long anti-colonialist tradition since the British occupation. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources and Az-Zaman newspaper, 24 January 2007].
121. **Ridha Abdul al-Kuraishi**: Deputy dean of the University of al-Mustansiriya's College of administration and economy. He was kidnapped 28 March 2007 and found dead the next day. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers, 7 April 2007. See the [letter sent to CEOSI (Arabic)].

122. **Zaid Abdulmonem Ali**: professor at the Baghdad Cancer Research Center, institution associated to the Al-Mustansirya University in Baghdad. Dr. Abdulmomem Ali was killed in March 26, 2011 when an IED attached to his vehicle went off in al-Nusoor square, west of Baghdad. The explosion also left Ali’s wife and two civilians others wounded. [Source: Aswat al-Iraq news agency, on March 26, 2011.]

123. **Mohamamed Al-Alwan**: Dean of the College of Medicine, Al-Mustansirya University in Baghdad. Dr Al-Alwan was assassinated in his clinic in Harithiyah, Baghdad, on April 29, 2011. He had been the Dean of Medical College for over 4 years. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, March 30, 2011 from Iraqi media and *International Iraqi Medical Society*.]

**University of Technology [Baghdad]**

124. **Muhammad [or Mehned] al-Dulaimi**: PhD in mechanical engineering, lecturer at the Baghdad University of Technology. Date unknown.

125. **Muhey Hussein**: PhD in aerodynamics, lecturer in the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the Baghdad University of Technology. Date unknown.


127. **Sahira Mohammed Machhadani**: Baghdad University of Technology. Department and college unknown. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers, March 2006].

128. **Ahmed Ali Husein**: Lecturer at the Baghdad University of Technology, specialist in applied mechanics. He was killed by a group of armed men in downtown Baghdad 22 May 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 24 May 2006].

129. **Name unknown**: Lecturer at Baghdad University of Technology. Killed 27 June 2006 by a group of armed men. They were driving a vehicle in the Baghdad neighborhood of al-Mansur and shot him without stopping. Next day, students and professors staged demonstrations in all universities across the country opposing the assassination and kidnapping of professors and lecturers. [Source: *al-Jazeera* and *Jordan Times*, 27 June 2006].

130. **Ali Kadhim Ali**: Professor at Baghdad University of Technology. Shot dead in November 2006 in the district of al-Yarmuk by a group of armed men. His wife, Dr Baida Obeid —gynecologist — was also killed in the attack. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi sources, 16 November 2006].

132. **Khalel Enjad al-Jumaily**: Lecturer at University of Technology. Department and college unknown. He was killed 22 December 2006 with his son, a physician, after being kidnapped. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 24 December 2006].

133. **Abdul Sami al-Janabi**: Deputy President of the Baghdad University of Technology. Missing after being kidnapped during the third week of January 2007. In 2004, Abdul Sami al-Janabi was dean of al-Mustansiriya University's College of Sciences in Baghdad. He resigned from this position after Shia paramilitary forces threatened to kill him. Such forces began then to occupy university centers in the capital. Transferred by the Ministry of Higher Education to a new position to preserve his security, Sami al-Janabi has almost certainly been assassinated. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 23 January 2007].

134. **Ameer Mekki al-Zihairi**: Lecturer at Baghdad University of Technology. He was killed in March 2007. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers, 7 April 2007. See pdf].

135. **Saad Abd Alwahab Al-Shaaban**: Former Dean of the College of Computer Engineering and Information Technology in the University of Technology. Killed on Thursday 14 October 2010 by plastic explosive implanted to his car in Adhamia district of Baghdad. Saad Abd Alwahab Al-Shaaban left Iraq in 2006 and returned back to Baghdad. He was lately working in the National Center for Computer Science, Ministry of Higher Education. (Source: [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources on Alane News Agency, , October 15, 2010.]

136. **Saad Abdul Jabar**: professor at the Technological University in Bagdad. Assassinated in Al-Siyada district, Southwest Baghdad, while driving his car by murderers using silenced guns on 26 February, 2011.[Source: Asuat Al-Iraq agency, 26 February, and Yagen agency, February 27, 2010.]

**Al-Nahrein University [Baghdad]**

137. **Akel Abdel Jabar al-Bahadili**: Professor and deputy dean of al-Nahrein University's College of Medicine. Head of Adhamiya Hospital in Baghdad. He was a specialist in internal medicine, killed 2 December 2005.

138. **Mohammed al-Khazairy**: Lecturer at University College al-Kadhemiya Hospital, al-Nahrein University. He was a specialist in plastic surgery.

139. **Laith Abdel Aziz**: PhD and lecturer at the College of Sciences, al-Nahrein University. Date unknown. [Source: al-Hayat, 28 February 2006].

140. **Abdul as-Satar Sabar al-Khazraji**: Lecturer in engineering at the College of Computer Science Technology, al-Nahrein University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006]. [A same name and surname PhD in history, lecturer at Al-Munstansiriya University was killed on 19 June 2005.]

141. **Uday al-Beiruti**: Professor at al-Nahrein University. Kidnapped in University College al-Kadhemiya Hospital's parking lot by armed men dressed in Interior Ministry uniforms. His body was found with sings of torture in Sadr City. Date unknown: July/August 2006. His murder took
place during a wave of assassinations in which seven of his colleagues were killed. [Source: Iraqi health service sources, 24 September 2006].

142. **Khaleel al-Khumaili**: Professor at the College of Medicine, al-Nahrein University. He was found shot dead in December 2006 [exact date unknown] after being kidnapped at University College al-Kadhemiya Hospital, together with his son, Dr Anas al-Jomaili, lecturer at the same college. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 24 December 2006].

143. **Anas al-Jumaili**: Lecturer at the College of Medicine, al-Nahrein University. He was found shot dead in December [exact date unknown] with his father, Dr Jalil al-Jumaili, professor of medicine, after being kidnapped at University College College al-Kadhemiya Hospital. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 24 December 2006].

144. **Adnan Mohammed Saleh al-Aabid**: Lecturer at the College of Law, al-Nahrein University. He was found dead 31 January 2007 after having been kidnapped from his home 28 January 2007 together with lecturers Abdul Mutaleb Abdulrazak al-Hashimi and Aamer Kasem al-Kaisy, and a student. All were found dead in Baghdad morgue. [Sources: CEOSI Iraqi university sources and al-Quds al-Arabi, 1 February 2007].

145. **Abdul Mutaleb Abdulrazak al-Hashimi**: Lecturer at the College of Law, al-Nahrein University. He was found dead 31 January 2007 after having been kidnapped 28 January 2007 on his way home, together with lecturers Adnan Mohammed Saleh al-Aabid and Aamer Kasem al-Kaisy, and a student. All were found dead in Baghdad morgue. [Sources: CEOSI Iraqi university sources and al-Quds al-Arabi, 1 February 2007].

146. **Aamer Kasem al-Kaisy**: Lecturer at the College of Law, al-Nahrein University. He was found dead 31 January 2007 after having been kidnapped on his way home 28 January 2007, together with a student and lecturers Abdul Mutaleb Abdulrazak al-Hashimi and Adnan Mohammed Saleh al-Aabid. All were found dead in Baghdad morgue. [Sources: CEOSI Iraqi university sources and al-Quds al-Arabi, 1 February 2007].

147. **Khaled al-Naieb**: Lecturer in microbiology and deputy dean of al-Nahrein University’s College of Higher Studies in Medicine. Killed 30 March 2007 at the main entrance to the college. Having been threatened by the Mahdi Army, Moqtada as-Sadr’s militia, Dr al-Naieb had moved to work in Irbil. During a brief visit to his family in Baghdad, and after recently becoming a father, he was killed at the main entrance to the college on his way to collect some documents. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 4 April 2007. Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report dated April 7, 2007. See pdf].

148. **Sami Sitrak**: Professor of English and dean of al-Nahrein University’s College of Law. Professor Sitrak was killed 29 March 2007. He had been appointed dean of the College after the former dean’s resignation following an attempt to kill him along with three other College lecturers. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers, April 7, 2007. See pdf].

149. **Thair Ahmed Jebr**: Lecturer in the Department of Physics, College of Sciences, al-Nahrein University. Jebr was killed in the attack
against satellite TV channel *al-Baghdadiya* April 5, 2007. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers, April 7, 2007. See pdf].

150. **Iyad Hamza**: PhD in chemistry, Baghdad University. He was the academic assistant of the President of al-Nahrein University. On May 4, 2008 he was killed near his home in Baghdad. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi source, May 6, 2008].

151. **Yamal Abu Muhie**: Professor at the College of Medicine, al-Nahrein University. Killed on 22 November 2009 at his home in the neighborhood of Adamiya, Baghdad. [Source: *Al-Sharquia TV*, November 22, 2009].

**Islamic University [Baghdad]**

152. **Haizem al-Azawi**: Lecturer at Baghdad Islamic University. Department and college unknown. He was 35 years old and married and was killed 13 February 2006 by armed men when he arriving home in the neighborhood of Habibiya. [Source: *Asia Times*, March 3, 2006].

153. **Saadi Ahmad Zidaan al-Fahdawi**: PhD in Islamic science, lecturer at the College of Islamic Science, Baghdad University. Killed March 26, 2006.

154. **Abdel Aziz al-Jazem**: Lecturer in Islamic theology at the College of Islamic Science, Baghdad University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

155. **Saad Jasim Mohammed**: Lecturer at the Baghdad Islamic University. Department and college unknown. Killed, together with his brother Mohammed Jassim Mohammed, 11 May 2007 in the neighborhood of al-Mansur. The armed men who committed the crime where identified by the Association of Muslims Scholars as members of a death squad. [Sources: press release of the Association of Muslims Scholars, May 12, 2007, and CEOSI Iraqi university sources, May 13, 2007].

156. **Qais Sabah al-Jabouri**: Professor at the Baghdad Islamic University. Killed 7 June 2007 by a group of armed men who shot him from a car when he was leaving the university with the lecturers Alaa Jalel Essa and Saad Jalifa al-Ani, who were killed and seriously injured respectively. [Sources Association of Muslims Scholars press release, June 7, 2007, and CEOSI Iraqi university sources, June 9, 2007].

157. **Alaa Jalel Essa**: Professor at the Baghdad Islamic University. Killed 7 June 2007 by a group of armed men who shot him from a car when he was leaving the university with the lecturers Qais Sabah al-Jabouri and Saad Jalifa al-Ani, who were killed and seriously injured respectively. [Sources: Association of Muslims Scholars press release, June 7, 2007, and CEOSI Iraqi university sources, June 9, 2007].

**Iraqi Ministry of Higher Education [Baghdad]**

Academics killed after a massive kidnapping occurred November 13, 2006:

158. **Abdul Salam Suaidan al-Mashhadani**: Lecturer in political sciences and head of the Scholarship section of the Ministry of Higher Education. He was kidnapped November 13, 2006, in an assault on the Ministry. His body was found with signs of torture and mutilation 24
Abdul Hamed al-Hadizi: Professor [specialty unknown]. He was kidnapped on November 13, 2006 in an assault on the Ministry. His body was found with signs of torture and mutilation, 24 November 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, November 26, 2006].

Thamer Kamel Mohamed: Head of the Department of Human Right at the Ministry of Higher Education. Shot on 22 February 2010 on his way to work in one of main Baghdad streets [al-Qanat Street]. The assassins used silencers fitted in their guns. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, February 23, 2006 and Alernet].

Amal Maamlaji: IT professor at the al-Mansour University in Baghdad. She was born in Kerbala and got involved in human rights – particularly women’s rights. She was shot dead in an ambush while driving her car [160 bullets were found in her car] according to her husband, Athir Haddad, to whom France24 interviewed by telephone. [Source: France24, July 4, 2008].

Izi al-Deen al-Rawi: President of the Arabic University’s Institute of Petroleum, Industry and Minerals. Al-Rawi was kidnapped and found dead November 20, 2006. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, November 20, 2006].

Khaled M al-Khanabi: PhD in Islamic history, lecturer in Hilla University’s School of Humanities. Date unknown.

Mohsin Suleiman al-Ajeely: PhD in agronomy, lecturer in the College of Agronomy, Hilla University. Killed on December 24, 2005.


Ali al-Grari [or Garar]. Professor at Hilla University. He was shot dead November 20, 2006 by armed men in a vehicle on the freeway between Hilla and Baghdad. [Source: Iraqi police sources cited by Reuters, November 20, 2006].

Ahmed Ithaldin Yahya: Lecturer in the College of Engineering, Kirkuk University. Killed by a car bomb in the vicinity of his home in Kirkuk, February 16, 2007. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, February 17, 2007].

Hussein Qader Omar: professor and Dean of Kirkuk University’s College of Education Sciences. Killed in November 20, 2006 by shots made from a vehicle in the city center. An accompanying colleague was
injured. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, November 21, 2006, and Iraqi Police Sources cited by Reuters, November 20, 2006].

169. **Sabri Abdul Jabar Mohammed**: Lecturer at the College of Education Sciences at Kirkuk University. Found dead November 1, 2007 in a street in Kirkuk one day after being kidnapped by a group of unidentified armed men [Source: Iraqi university sources to the BRussells Tribunal and CEOSI, November 2, 2007].

170. **Abdel Sattar Tahir Sharif**: Lecturer at Kirkuk University. Department and college unknown. 75-years-old, he was assassinated March 5, 2008 by armed men in the district of Shoraw, 10 kilometers northeast of Kirkuk. [Source: Aswat al-Iraq/Voices of Iraq, 5 March 2008].

171. **Ibrahim Shaeeer Jabbar Al-Jumaili**: Pediatrician and professor of Medicine at Kirkuk University. Dr. Ibrahim S.J. Al-Jumaili, 55 years old, was murdered July 22, 2011, after he resisted attempts by four people to kidnap him, police said. [Source: AFP, July 22, 2011].

172. **Amer al-Doury**: Dr. Amer al-Douri was the Dean of the Administration and Economic College in Kirkuk. He was first handcuffed and then executed in Hawija at protesters site, when Maliki’s SWAT Security Forces raided the peaceful protesting site and killed 86, injured hundreds, and arrested more on Tuesday April 23, 2013. [Source Al Sharquiya TV News 20].

**NINEVEH**

Mosul University

173. **Abdel Jabar al-Naimi**: Dean of Mosul University's College of Humanities. Date unknown.

174. **Abdul Jabar Mustafa**: PhD in political sciences, dean of Mosul University’s College of Political Sciences. Date unknown.

175. **Abdul Aziz El-Atrachi**: PhD in Plant Protection in the College of Agronomy and Forestry, Mosul University. He was killed by a loose bullet shot by and American soldier. Date unknown.


181. **Muneer al-Khiero**: PhD in law and lecturer in the College of Law, Mosul University. Married to Dr Leila Abd Allah al-Saad, also assassinated. Date unknown.

182. **Muwafek Yahya Hamdun**: Deputy Dean and professor at the College of Agronomy, Mosul University. [Source: al-Hayat, February 28, 2006].

183. **Omar Miran**: Baghdad University bachelor of law [1946]. PhD in history from Paris University [1952], professor of history at Mosul
University, specialist in history of the Middle East. Killed, along with his wife and three of his sons, by armed men in February 2006 [exact date unknown].

184. **Naif Sultan Saleh**: Lecturer at the Technical Institute, Mosul University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

185. **Natek Sabri Hasan**: Lecturer in the Department of Agricultural Mechanization and head of the College of Agronomy, Mosul University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

186. **Noel Petros Shammas Matti**: Lecturer at the College of Medicine, Mosul University. Married and father of two daughters, was kidnapped and found dead August 4, 2006.

187. **Noel Butrus S. Mathew**: PhD, professor at the Health Institute of Mosul University. Date unknown.

188. **Ahmad Hamid al-Tai**: Professor and head of Department of Medicine, Mosul University. Killed 20 November 2006 when armed men intercepted his vehicle as he was heading home. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, November 20, 2006].


190. **Talal Younis**: Professor and dean of the College of Political Sciences. Killed on the morning of April 16, 2007 at the main entrance to the college. Within less than half an hour Professor Jaafer Hassan Sadeq of the Department of History at Mosul University was assassinated at his home. [Sources: CEOSI Iraqi university sources and al-Mosul].

191. **Jaafer Hassan Sadeq**: Professor in the Department of History of Mosul University's College of Arts. Killed April 16, 2007 at home in the district of al-Kafaaat, northwest of Mosul. Within less than half an hour, Professor Talal Younis, dean of Mosul University's College of Political Sciences, was killed at the main entrance to the college. [Sources: CEOSI Iraqi university sources and al-Mosul].

192. **Ismail Taleb Ahmed**: Lecturer in the College of Education, Mosul University. Killed 2 May 2007 while on his way to college. [Source: al-Mosul, May 2, 2007].

193. **Nidal al-Asadi**: Professor in the Computer Sciences Department of Mosul University's College of Sciences. Shot dead by armed men in the district of al-Muhandiseen, according to police sources in Mosul. [Sources: INA, May 2, 2007, and Iraqi sources to the BRussells Tribunal, May 3, 2007].

194. **Abdul Kader Ali Abdullah**: Lecturer in the Department of Arabic, College of Education Sciences, Mosul University. Found dead 25/26 August 2007 after being kidnapped five days before by a group of armed men. [Source: Iraqi sources to the BRussells Tribunal and CEOSI August 26-27, 2007].

195. **Unknown**: Lecturer at Mosul University killed in the explosion of two car bombs near campus, October 1, 2007. In this attack, six other people were injured, among them four students. [Source: KUNA, October 1, 2007].
196. **Aziz Suleiman**: Lecturer at Mosul University. Department and College are unknown. Killed in Mosul January 22, 2008. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, January 24, 2008].

197. **Jalil Ibrahim Ahmed al-Naimi**: Director of the Sharia Department [Islamic Law] at Mosul University. He was shot dead by armed men when he came back home [in Mosul] from University, 30 January 2008. [Sources: CEOSI and BRussells Tribunal University Iraqi sources, Heytnet and al-Quds al-Arabi, January 31, 2008].

198. **Faris Younis**: Lecturer at Agriculture College, Mosul University. Dr. Younis was killed June 2, 2008 as a result of a car bomb put in his car. Different sources reported that dozens of academics and students from Mosul University were arrested by Badr militias and Kurd pershmergas. These facts occurred at the end of May, 2008, when the city was taken over by US occupation and Iraqi forces [Source: CEOSI University Iraqi sources, June 3, 2008].

199. **Walid Saad Allah al-Mouli**, a university professor [Department unknown] was shot down on Sunday 15 June 2008 by unknown gunmen while he was on his way to work in Mosul's northern neighborhood of al-Hadbaa, 405 Km northern Baghdad, killing him on the spot. In the attack, two of his sons were seriously wounded and are in a critical condition. [Source: Aswat al-Iraq-Voices of Iraq-[VOI], June 16, 2008].

200. **Ahmed Murad Shehab**: professor of Mosul University’s Faculty of Administration and Economics. Ahmed Murad Shehab was fatally shot in the neighborhood of al-Nur, on Mosul's left bank. [Source: Press TV, 21 de abril de 2009].

201. **Unidentified female university professor**: The professor of law was assassinated in front of her home in the al-Intissar district of western Mosul by unknown gunmen on Tuesday, the local police said. They declined to give her name. [Source: PressTV, April 21, 2009].


203. **Ibrahem Al-Kasab**: professor in the College of Education, Mosul University. Dr. Al-Kasab was shot dead on 4th October, 2010. Unknown gang assassinated him in his home at the eastren part of Mosul. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources and Al-Sabah al-Yadid October 4, 2010].

204. **Amer Selbi**: professor at College of Islamic Science, Mosul University. Assassinated on his way to College by murderers using silenced guns on 6th March 2011. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 10 March, 2011].

205. **Yasser Ahmed Sheet**: assistant Dean of the Fine Arts Faculty of the Mosul University. Gunmen opened fire on Yasser Ahmed Sheet in front of his house in al-Muthanna neighborhood, eastern Mosul, on April 9, 2011, a local security source told to Aswat al-Iraq news agency. [Source: Aswat al-Iraq news agency, on April 9, 2011.]

206. **Mohammed Jasem al Jabouri**: professor in the Faculty of Imam al-Adham, Mosul, province of Niniveh, was killed during the night last 2 July, 2012 by gunmen who shot him to death near his house. [Sources: Association of Muslim Scholars and Safaq News, 3 July, 2012]
QADISIYA
Diwaniya University

207. Hakim Malik al-Zayadi: PhD in Arabic philology, lecturer in Arabic literature at al-Qadisyia University. Dr al-Zayadi was born in Diwaniya, and was killed in Latifiya when he was traveling from Baghdad 24 July 2005.

208. Mayid Husein: Physician and lecturer at the College of Medicine, Diwaniya University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

209. Saleh Abed Hassoun: al-Qadisyah University’s Dean of the School of Law. Salih Abed Hassoun was shot dead by a group of armed men when driving his car in downtown Baghdad on 7 July 2008. [Source: McClatchy, 8 July 2008.]

BASRA
Basra University

210. Abdel al-Munim Abdel Mayad: Bachelor and lecturer at Basra University. Date unknown.
211. Abdel Gani Assaadun: Bachelor and lecturer at Basra University. Date unknown.
213. Abdul-Hussein Nasir Jalaf: PhD in agronomy, lecturer at the College of Agronomy’s Center of Research on Date Palm Trees, Basra University. Killed May 1, 2005.
214. Alaa Daoud: PhD in sciences, professor and chairman of Basra University [also reported as a lecturer in history]. Killed 20 July 2005.
217. Faysal al-Assadi: PhD in agronomy, professor at the College of Agronomy, Basra University. Date unknown.
219. Haidar al-Baaj: PhD in surgery, head of the University College Basra Hospital. Date unknown.
220. Haidar Taher: PhD and professor at the College of Medicine, Basra University. Date unknown.
221. Hussein Yasin: PhD in physics, lecturer in sciences at Basra University Killed 18 February 2004 at his home and in front of his family.
222. Khaled Shrieda: PhD in engineering, dean of the School of Engineering, Basra University. Date unknown.
224. **Kadim Mashut Awad**: visiting professor at the Department of Soils, College of Agriculture, Basra University. Killed December 2005 [exact date unknown].

225. **Kareem Hassani**: PhD and lecturer at the College of Medicine, Basra University. Date unknown.


227. **Mohammed al-Hakim**: PhD in pharmacy, professor and dean of Basra University's College of Pharmacy. Date unknown.

228. **Mohammed Yasseem Badr**: PhD, professor and chairman of Basra University. Date unknown.

229. **Omar Fakhri**: PhD and lecturer in biology at the College of Sciences, Basra University. Date unknown.

230. **Saad Alrubaiiee**: PhD and lecturer in biology at the College of Sciences, Basra University. Date unknown.

231. **Yaddab al-Hajjam**: PhD in education sciences and lecturer at the College of Education Sciences, Basra University. Date unknown.

232. **Zanubia Abdel Husein**: PhD in veterinary medicine, lecturer at the College of Veterinary Medicine, Basra University. Date unknown.


234. **Abdullah Hamed al-Fadel**: PhD in medicine, lecturer in surgery and deputy dean of the College of Medicine at Basra University. Killed in January 2006 [exact date unknown]. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources].

235. **Fuad al-Dajan**: PhD in medicine, lecturer in gynecology at the College of Medicine, Basra University. Killed at the beginning of March 2006 [exact date unknown]. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources].

236. **Saad al-Shahin**: PhD in medicine, lecturer in internal medicine at Basra University's College of Medicine. Killed at the beginning of March 2006 [exact date unknown]. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources].

237. **Jamhoor Karem Khammas**: Lecturer at the College of Arts, Basra University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

238. **Kareem Mohsen**: PhD and lecturer at Department of Agriculture, College of Agronomy, Basra University. Killed 10 April 2006. He worked in the field of honeybee production. Lecturers and students called for a demonstration to protest for his assassination. [Source: al-Basrah, April 11, 2006].

239. **Waled Kamel**: Lecturer at the College of Arts at Basra University. Killed 8 May 2006. Other two lecturers were injured during the attack, one of them seriously. [Source: al-Quds al-Arabi, May 9, 2006].

240. **Ahmad Abdul Kader Abdullah**: Lecturer in the College of Sciences, Basra University. His body was found June 9, 2006. [Source: CEOSI university Iraqi sources, June 10, 2006].

241. **Kasem Yusuf Yakub**: Head of Department of Mechanical Engineering, Basra University. Killed 13 June 2006 at the university
gate. [Sources: CEOSI university Iraqi sources, 14 June 2006 and al-Quds al-Arabi, June 16, 2006].


243. **Katham Mashhout**: Lecturer in edaphology at the College of Agriculture, Basra University. Killed in Basra in December 2006 [exact date unknown]. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, 12 December 2006].

244. **Mohammed Aziz Alwan**: Lecturer in artistic design at the College of Fine Arts, Basra University. Killed by armed men 26 May 2007 while walking in the city. [Source: CEOSI university Iraqi sources, June 1, 2007].

245. **Firas Abdul Zahra**: Lecturer at the College of Physical Education, Basra University. Killed at home by armed men July 18, 2007. His wife was injured in the attack. [Source: Iraqi university sources to the Russell Tribunal, August 26, 2007].

246. **Muayad Ahmad Jalaf**: Lecturer at the College of Arts, Basra University. Kidnapped 10 September 2007 by a group of armed men that was driving three cars, one of them with a government license plate. He was found dead in a city suburb the next day. [Source: Iraqi university sources to the Russell Tribunal, September 12, 2007].

247. **Khaled Naser al-Miyahi**: PhD in medicine, Professor of neurosurgery at Basra University. He was assassinated in March 2008 [exact date unknown]. His body was found after his being kidnapped by a group of armed men in the streets of Basra. There were no ransom demands, according to information provided by Baghdad's Center for Human Rights. [Source: al-Basrah, March 12, 2008].

248. **Youssef Salman**: PhD engineering professor at Basra University. He was shot dead in 2006 when driving home from the University with three other colleagues, who were spared, according to the information provided by her widow to France24, in an phone interview [Source: France24, July 4, 2008].

**Technical Institute of Basra**


250. **Sabah Hachim Yaber**: Lecturer at the Technical Institute of Basra. Date unknown.

251. **Salah Abdelaziz Hashim**: PhD and lecturer in fine arts at the Technical Institute of Basra. Kidnapped in 4 April 2006. He was found shot dead the next day. According to other sources, Dr Hashim was machine-gunned from a vehicle, injuring also a number of students. [Sources: CEOSI university Iraqi sources, April 6, 2006, Az-Zaman, April 6, 2006, and al-Quds al-Arabi, April 7, 2006].

**TIKRIT**

**Tikrit University**
252. **Basem al-Mudares**: PhD in chemical sciences and lecturer in the College of Sciences, Tikrit University. His body was found mutilated in the city of Samarra 21 July 2004.


255. **Madioul Albazi** Tikrit University. Department and college unknown. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

256. **Mojbil Achaj Issa al-Jabouri**: Lecturer in international law at the College of Law, Tikrit University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

257. **Damin Husein al-Abidi**: Lecturer in international law at College of Law, Tikrit University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

258. **Harit Abdel Yabar As Samrai**: PhD student at the College of Engineering, Tikrit University. [Source: Iraqi Association of University Lecturers report, March 2006].

259. **Farhan Mahmud**: Lecturer at the College of Theology, Tikrit University. Disappeared after being kidnapped 24 November 2006. [Source: CEOSI university Iraqi sources, November 26, 2006].

260. **Mustafa Khudhr Qasim**: Professor at Tikrit University. Department and college unknown. His body was found beheaded in al-Mulawatha, eastern Mosul, 21 November 2007. [Sources: al-Mosul, November 22, 2007, and Iraqi university sources to the BRussells Tribunal and CEOSI, November 22-25, 2007].

261. **Taha AbdulRazak al-Ani**: PhD in Islamic Studies, he was professor at Tikrit University. His body was found shot dead in a car on a highway near al-Adel, a Baghdad suburb. Also, the body of Sheikh Mahmoud Talb Latif al-Jumaily, member of the Commission of Muslim Scientists, was found dead in the same car last Thursday afternoon, May 15, 2008. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi sources May 21, 2008].

262. **Aiad Ibrahem Mohamed Al-Jebory**: Neurosurgeon specialist at the College of Medicine in Tikrit University. Picked up with his brother by military raid on his village in Al Haweja on the night of 6th March 2011. His body was delivered the following day to Tikrit Hospital. His brother fate is unknown. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university sources, March 10, 2011].

**DIYALAH**

**Baquba University**


264. **Lez Mechan**: Professor at Baquba University. Department and college unknown. Killed 19 April 2006 with his wife and another colleague. [Sources: DPC and EFE, 19 April 2006].

265. **Mis Mechan**: Lecturer at Baquba University. Department and college unknown. Wife of Professor Lez Mechan, also assassinated.
Both were killed with another colleague 19 April 2006. [Sources: DPC and EFE, 19 April 2006].

266. **Salam Ali Husein**: Taught at Baquba University. Department and college unknown. Killed 19 April 2006 with two other colleagues. [Sources: DPC and EFE, 19 April 2006].

267. **Meshhin Hardan Madhloom al-Dulaimi**: Professor at Baquba University. Department and college unknown. Killed at the end of April, according to the Iraqi Ministry of Higher Education. [Source: CEOSI university Iraqi sources, 10 May 2006].

268. **Abdul Salam Ali al-Mehdawi**: Professor at Baquba University. Department and college unknown. Killed at the end of April, according to the Iraqi Ministry of Higher Education. [Source: CEOSI university Iraqi sources, 10 May 2006].

269. **Mais Ganem Mahmoud**: Lecturer at Baquba University. Department and college unknown. Killed at the end of April, according to the Iraqi Ministry of Higher Education. [Source: CEOSI university Iraqi sources, 10 May 2006].


271. **Mohammed Abdual Redah al-Tamemmi**: Lecturer in the Department of Arabic Language and head of the College of Education, Baquba University. Killed 19 August 2006 together with Professor Kreem Slman al-Hamed al-Sadey, 70 years old, of the same Department. A third lecturer from the same department escaped the attack carried out by a group of four armed men Students and lecturers demonstrated against his and other lecturers' deaths. [Source: *World Socialist*, 12 September 2006, citing the Iraqi newspaper Az-Zaman, CEOSI university Iraqi sources, 25 December 2006].


273. **Kreem Slman al-Hamed al-Sadey**: Professor in the Department of Arabic Language at the College of Education, Baquba University. He was 70 years old when killed 19 August 2006. In the attack Mohammed Abdual Redah al-Tamemmi, head of Education Department was also killed. A third lecturer from the same department escaped the attack of a group of four armed men. [Source: CEOSI university Iraqi sources, 25 December 2006].


275. **Ahmed Mehawish Hasan**: Lecturer in the Department of Arabic at the College of Education, Baquba University. Killed in December [exact date unknown]. [Source: CEOSI university Iraqi sources, 25 December 2006].

276. **Walhan Hamid Fares al-Rubai**: Dean of the College of Physical Education, Baquba University. Al-Rubai was shot by a group of armed men in his office 1 February 2007. According to some sources his son
was also killed. [Source: Reuters and Islammemo, 1-3 February 2007 respectively, and CEOSI university Iraqi sources, 2 February 2007].

277. **Abdul Ghabur al-Qasi**: Lecturer in history at Baquba University. His body was found by the police 10 April 2007 in Diyalah River, which crosses the city, with 31 other bodies of kidnapped people. [Source: Az-Zaman, 11 April 2007].

278. **Jamal Mustafa**: Professor and head of the History Department, College of Education Sciences, Baquba University. Kidnapped at home in the city of Baquba 29 October 2007 by a group of armed men driving in three vehicles. [Source: Iraqi university sources to the BRussells Tribunal, 30 October 2007].

279. **Ismail Khalil Al-Mahdawi**: professor at Al-Assmai Faculty of Education, Diyalah University. Died after serious injuries sustained due to exposure to fire arms equipped with silencers on 4 June, 2011, while he was on his way back home in Katoun area, western Baquba (Diyalah Governorate) according to a security sources. Dr. Al-Mahdawi was released two months ago after five-year detention at the US forces in Iraq. He was rushed to Baquba General Hospital. [Sources: Baghdad TV, Aswat Al-Iraq, College of Education Al-Assmai, Al-Forat TV, on June 4 & 5, 2011.]

280. **Abbas Fadhl al-Dulaimi**: President of Diyalah University has been killed when targeted by a landmine near an intersection of roads and bridges in Bakoabah, Diyalah, on Tuesday, January 13, 2013. The explosion also killed and wounded five of his security and body guards. [Source: Istiklal News Agency, January 10m 2013]

**AL-ANBAR**

**Ramadi University**

281. **Abdel Karim Mejlef Saleh**: PhD in philology, lecturer at the College of Education Sciences, al-Anbar University.

282. **Abdel Majed Hamed al-Karboli**: Lecturer at Ramadi University. Killed December 2005 [exact date unknown].

283. **Ahmad Abd Hadi al-Rawi**: PhD in biology, professor in the School of Agronomy, al- Anbar University. Date unknown.

284. **Ahmad Abdul Alrahman Hameid al-Khbissy**: PhD in Medicine, Professor of College of Medicine, al-Anbar University. Date unknown.

285. **Ahmed Abbas al-Weis**: professor at Ramadi University, al-Anbar. The attackers were dressed in military outfit when they shot the professor near his home in al- Zeidan district on August 25, 2009. [Source: Khaleej Times Online, 25 August 2009].

286. **Ahmed Saadi Zaidan**: PhD in education sciences, Ramadi University. Killed February 2005 [exact date unknown].

287. **Hamed Faisal Antar**: Lecturer in the College of Law, Ramadi University. Killed December 2005 [exact date unknown].

288. **Naser Abdel Karem Mejlef al-Dulaimi**: Department of Physics, College of Education, Ramadi University. Killed December 2005 [exact date unknown].

289. **Raad Okhssin al-Binow**: PhD in surgery, lecturer at the College of Medicine, al-Anbar University. Date unknown.

290. **Shakir Mahmmod Jasim**: PhD in agronomy, lecturer in the School of Agronomy, al- Anbar University. Date unknown.


**Fallujah University**

294. **Saad al-Mashhadani**: University professor in Fallujah [Unknown Department]. Saad al-Mashhadani was critically wounded on 26 December, 2009 in an attack that killed his brother and wounded two of his security guards. [Source: *The Washington Post*, December 27, 2009].

**NAJAF**

**Kufa University**

295. **Khawla Mohammed Taqi Zwain**: PhD in medicine, lecturer at College of Medicine, Kufa University. Killed May 12, 2006.

296. **Shahlaa al-Nasrawi**: Lecturer in the College of Law, Kufa University. Assassinated 22 August 2007 by members of a sectarian militia. [Source: CEOSI University Iraqi sources, 27 August 2007].

297. **Adel Abdul Hadi**: Professor of philosophy, Kufa University's College of Arts. Killed by a group of armed men 28 October 2007 when returning home from university. [Source: Iraqi University sources to the Brussells Tribunal, October 30, 2007].

**SALAH AL-DEEN**

**University of Salah al-Deen**

298. **Sabah Bahaa Al-Deen**: Dr. Sabah is a faculty member at Salah Aldeen University’s College of Agriculture. He was killed by a car bomb stuck on his car last Wednesday Dec 12 when he was leaving the College. (Source: Aswat Al- Iraq).

**KARBALA**

**University of Karbala**

299. **Kasem Mohammed Ad Dayni**: Lecturer in the Department of Psychology, College of Pedagogy, Karbala University. Killed April 17, 2006. [Source: www.albadeeliraq.com].

**OPEN UNIVERSITY**

COMMISSION OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION

[It is an academic body that belongs to the Higher Education Ministry. Its headquarters are located in al-Mansur, Baghdad neighborhood. Almost twenty Technical Superior Institutes, booth from the capital and Central and Southern provinces, are dependent on this body].


INSTITUTIONAL POSITIONS

304. **Emad Sarsam**: PhD in surgery and member of the Arab Council of Medicine. Date unknown.


306. **Isam Said Abd al-Halim**: Geologic consultant at the Ministry of Construction. Date unknown.

307. **Kamal al-Jarrah**: Degree in English philology, researcher and writer and director general at the Ministry of Education. Date unknown.

308. **Raad Abdul-Latif al-Saadi**: PhD in Arabic language, consultant in higher education and scientific research at the Ministry of Education. Killed April 28, 2005.

309. **Shakier al-Khafayi**: PhD in administration, head of the Department of Normalization and Quality at the Iraq Council. Date unknown.

310. **Wajeeh Mahjoub**: PhD in physical education, director general of physical education at the Ministry of Education. Killed April 9, 2003.


UNIVERSITY AFFILIATION UNKNOWN

312. **Amir Mizhir al-Dayni**: Professor of telecommunication engineering. Date unknown.

313. **Khaled Ibrahim Said**: PhD in physics. Date unknown.

314. **Mohammed al-Adramli**: PhD in chemical sciences. Date unknown.

315. **Mohammed Munim al-Izmerly**: PhD in chemical sciences. He was tortured and killed by US troops. His body was sent to the Baghdad morgue. The cause of death was initially registered as —brainstem compression‖. Date unknown.

316. **Nafi [or Nafia] Aboud**: Professor of Arabic literature. Date unknown.

317. **Ali Zedan Al-Saigh**: PhD in Medicine and lecturer on Oncological Surgery (unknown university). Ali Zedan Al-Saigh was assassinated at Al-Harthia district (Bagdad) on June 29, 2010 after returning recently to Iraq. [Source: CEOSI Iraqi university source, June 30, 2010]
318. **Adnan Meki**: Specialty and University unknown. According to police sources, his corpse was found on July 13, 2010 with signals of stabbing at his home in Al-Qaddisiya neighborhood, western Baghdad. [Source: Al-Rafadan website, July 14, 2010].

319. **Unknown Identity**: Specialty and University unknown. On July 14, 2010, unidentified gunmen riding in a car shot a university professor dead as he was leaving his home in the University District, West Baghdad, according to the report of an official security source. [Source: AKnews, July 14, 2010].

320. **Mohamed Ali El-Din (Al-Diin) Al-Heeti**: Professor in Pharmacy, unknown University. Mohamed Ali El-Din Al-Heeti was killed the afternoon of the 14th August, 2010 in the area of Al-Numaniya (north of Al-Wasat governorate) in an attack by unknown armed men. The professor came back to Iraq a few months ago to Iraq after a period of studies in George Washington University in the USA. [Source: Association of Muslim Scholars, 15 August, 2010.]

**OTHER CASES**

321. **Khalel al-Zahawi [or Khalil al-Zahawi]**: Born in 1946, al-Zahawi was considered the most important calligraphist in Iraq and among the most important in the Arab-Muslim world. He worked as a lecturer in calligraphy in several Arab countries during the 1990s. He was killed 19 May 2007 in Baghdad by a group of armed men. He was buried in Diyalah, where he was born. [Source: BBC News, 22 May 2007. His biography is available on Wikipedia].